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Do you ever wonder what happens inside the cloud?DigitalOcean (NYSE: DOCN)

simplifies cloud computing so builders can spend more time creating software that

changes the world. With our mission-critical infrastructure and fully managed offerings,

DigitalOcean enables startups and small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) to rapidly

deploy and scale modern applications. As a remote-first organization, our employees,

like our customers, are based around the world. We want people who are passionate about

harnessing the power of data to drive strategic marketing initiatives, leveraging advanced

analytics techniques to uncover actionable insights, optimize performance, and achieve

measurable results.We are looking for a Lead Marketing Analyst to optimize our website’s

performance, enhance user experience, and drive lead generation through strategic analysis

and execution.. Reporting to the Head of Organic Growth, the Lead Marketing Analyst

will be responsible for analyzing web pages/content performance, brand’s online presence, and

identifying areas for improvement, and implementing strategies to maximize conversions. This

role requires a strong analytical and data savvy mindset, exceptional communication skills,

and a solid background in marketing content & data analysis with a tech-company.This

opportunity presents an exceptional chance to contribute to the continued success and

growth of Digital Ocean, a globally recognized leader in cloud computing. Joining our team as

a Lead Marketing Analyst offers the chance to work alongside industry experts, leverage

cutting-edge technologies, and play a pivotal role in shaping the content strategy of a

dynamic and innovative organization. With a focus on optimizing content performance and

driving lead generation, this role provides an exciting platform for individuals seeking to
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apply their skills and expertise in a fast-paced and rewarding environment.What You’ll Be

Doing:Data Analysis, Reporting, and Visualization:Utilize advanced data analysis

techniques to delve into the performance of content assets across diverse channels and

platforms.Generate comprehensive reports that delve into granular details of key metrics,

trends, and actionable insights derived from data analysis.Employ data visualization tools and

techniques to present complex findings in a clear, understandable manner, facilitating

informed decision-making.Implement rigorous statistical analysis to identify patterns,

correlations, and causation factors driving performance outcomes.Continuously refine reporting

methodologies to ensure accuracy, relevance, and alignment with organizational goals and

industry benchmarks.Website Optimization through Data-Driven Insights:Conduct in-depth

analysis of website content and user experience metrics to pinpoint areas for

improvement.Develop data-driven strategies to enhance website performance, foster

deeper user engagement, and optimize conversion rates.Collaborate with cross-functional

teams, leveraging data insights to guide the implementation of website optimization

initiatives effectively.Employ A/B testing methodologies and multivariate analysis to validate

proposed solutions and optimize their impact on key performance indicators.Enhanced

Competitive Analysis and Benchmarking:Employ sophisticated analytical techniques to dissect

competitors' content and lead generation strategies, uncovering hidden insights and emerging

trends.Conduct thorough benchmarking exercises, comparing Digital Ocean's performance

metrics against industry peers and market leaders.Utilize competitive intelligence to inform

strategic decision-making, identify opportunities for differentiation, and drive innovation within

the organization.Conversion Funnel Analysis and Optimization:Conduct detailed analysis of

user flows and conversion funnels, identifying friction points and optimization

opportunities.Develop and implement data-driven strategies to streamline user journeys,

minimize drop-off rates, and maximize conversions at each stage of the funnel.Leverage

advanced analytics tools and methodologies to track user behavior, identify conversion barriers,

and iteratively refine optimization strategies.Advanced Content Creation and

Copywriting:Utilize data insights to inform content creation and copywriting efforts, ensuring

alignment with audience preferences and business objectives.Employ data-driven approaches

to craft compelling copies for paid advertisements, social media posts, landing pages, and

blogs.Maintain consistency in messaging and branding across all communication channels,

leveraging data to refine and optimize content strategy over time.Robust Content Calendar

Management:Conduct exhaustive research to identify relevant topics, trends, and keywords,



leveraging data insights to inform content planning decisions.Develop and optimize a

dynamic content calendar, driven by data insights and designed to maximize engagement and

achieve business objectives.Collaborate closely with internal stakeholders to ensure seamless

execution and timely publication of content initiatives, leveraging data to optimize scheduling

and distribution strategies.Strategic Lead Generation and Campaign Optimization:Develop

and execute targeted lead generation strategies, leveraging data insights to identify and

prioritize high-value audience segments.Implement data-driven campaigns designed to attract,

nurture, and convert leads throughout the sales funnel, continuously optimizing

performance based on real-time analytics.Monitor campaign performance metrics closely,

employing data-driven decision-making to adjust strategies, allocate resources effectively,

and drive desired outcomes.Continuous Learning & Development: Stay abreast of industry

trends, emerging technologies, and best practices in content marketing, lead generation, and

data analytics.Continuously seek out learning opportunities, including training programs,

conferences, and industry publications, to expand expertise and stay ahead of the

curve.Share insights and best practices with colleagues, contributing to a culture of continuous

improvement and innovation within the marketing team.What You’ll Add to

DigitalOcean:As a Lead Marketing Analyst, you will contribute to Digital Ocean's

esteemed reputation as a leading cloud-computing company by leveraging your expertise to

refine our marketing strategies and elevate user engagement. Your analytical prowess and

strategic insights will fortify our position in the market, further enhancing our ability to

attract and retain clients.Qualifications & Skills Required:Bachelor's degree or above

specializing in Marketing, Data Science, Business Analytics, or a related field, providing a solid

foundation in quantitative analysis and marketing principles.Demonstrated expertise in

conducting in-depth research and analysis, particularly within a technology-focused

environment, with a track record of optimizing content strategies based on advanced data-

driven insights.Exceptional written and verbal communication skills, coupled with the

ability to craft compelling copies tailored to diverse audiences and articulate complex ideas in

a clear, concise manner.Proficiency in utilizing a range of data analysis tools and

platforms, including but not limited to Google Analytics, Google Search Console, Google Tag

Manager, as well as experience with data visualization tools for presenting findings

effectively.Proven ability to manage multiple priorities and deadlines in a dynamic, fast-

paced environment, while maintaining meticulous attention to detail and delivering high-

quality work.Collaborative mindset with a demonstrated ability to work effectively across



cross-functional teams, fostering strong relationships and driving alignment towards

common goals.Exceptional data savviness, with a deep understanding of statistical analysis,

advanced data manipulation techniques, and the ability to derive actionable insights from

complex datasets, driving informed decision-making and innovation within the marketing

function.Why You’ll Like Working for DigitalOcean:We reward our employees. The base

salary range for this position is based on relevant years of experience and skills. The

salary range for this role is specific to candidates located within the U.S. and will vary for

candidates outside the U.S.. Employees may qualify for a bonus in addition to base salary;

bonus amounts are determined based on company and individual performance. We also

provide equity compensation to eligible employees including grants of equity upon hire and the

option to participate in our Employee Stock Purchase Program.We value development.

You will work with some of the smartest and most interesting people in the industry. We

are a high-performance organization that is always challenging our teams and employees to

continuously grow. We maintain a growth mindset in everything we do and invest deeply in

employee development through formalized mentorship and other internal programs. We

provide all employees with reimbursement for relevant conferences, training, and

education.We care about your well-being. In addition to cash and equity compensation, we

also offer employees a competitive array of benefits. In the United States, these include

health insurance, flexible vacation, retirement benefits, a generous parental leave program,

and additional resources to support employees' overall well-being. While the philosophy

around our benefits is the same worldwide, specific benefits may vary in other countries

due to local regulations and preferences.We value diversity and inclusivity. We are an

equal opportunity employer and we do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color,

national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status, veteran status, or disability

status.*This is a remote role#LI-Remote
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